tRDStl is a prototype relationalmrltidatabase system developed within SESAME project at MIA. The system provides functionalities for management of collections of relational databases.
joint management appeared when files became widely used and many users (applications) started to deal with several files. It became then frequently necessary to keep some files mutually oonsistent, or to oombine data in different files into user defined structures, etc. As the underlying problems were too complex for being left to normal users, facilities for joint management became neoessary.
Depending on the data model, database files are called tables, relations, record types, . . . . Any database is defined in intensionby its oonoeptual schema, shortly schema /ANS75/. The schema is also a partial extension of the database name. .Data in the database, also called content, are an extensim of the sohema. The content and the schema constitute Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.
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ACM 0-89791-170-9/85/1000-0524 $00.75 the conceptual level. This (logical) level hides the internal levels that constitute the database implementation. The whole database, is a a of some real universe. Basically, the universe is shared in some *way by a oomnrnity of interrelated users enter rise(;E;;;;tions).
Typically, it is an P A concept central to the database approaoh is that of a privileged user called (database) inconsistenoies, redundanoies, data we differencies, . . . that could appear among independent files (or even existed in files used by the applications prior to the database creation). Also, he is expected to define privacy requirements and optimal internal files. If the application data existed in independent files, they are recreated in database files.
Once the database set up, the adninistrator may further tune it, through changes to logical as well as internal levels. All these capabilities mean that the administrator overpowers all other users. This transfer of power is nevertheless assumed beneficial. At first to the community as a whole. Next 
